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The project is developed in three complementary actions:

The seafood sector is becoming more and more important in the present context
of growing world population and consequent increase in food demand1. Seafood
not only represents the main source of proteins for millions of people in the world but
also generates a lower carbon footprint than animal production in land2.

1. 
A unique innovation services platform available online and designed for
stakeholders from the seafood sector. It provides a catalogue of tools for effective
organisation, governance, and innovation best practices in the Atlantic.

In that context, aquaculture became one of the most promising food sectors over
the past ten years. With a growth rate of 5.8% per annum globally3, it is one of the
fastest growing food production sectors in the world. It also has a direct impact on
local economies; more than 90% of European aquaculture businesses are SMEs,
representing around 80 000 jobs4.
Atlantic countries have a strong stake in the growth of the seafood sector, both in
terms of production and consumption. In 2017, United Kingdom, France and Spain
were ranked in the top five of the main EU aquaculture producers. EU aquaculture is
characterised by its high specialisation at regional and country level and is strongly
influenced by geography and the natural habitat of the species, which makes the
Atlantic Ocean a major asset for its coastal regions. Portugal has the highest level of
consumption per capita in the EU, more than twice the EU average. Spain recorded
the highest increase of total household expenditure on seafood products, showing
a growth of more than 400 million € (+4%)5.

2. Five living lab pilots in the Atlantic area developed to apply these tools in different
companies involved at different steps of the seafood value chain and foster
innovation adoption.
3. 
The production of recommendations for the Regional Innovation Smart
Specialisation Strategies (RIS3)6, which will help the transfer of services to other
businesses and local actors in the Atlantic.
This catalogue will present the outcomes of the collaborative work carried out by
the consortium over the last years, showcasing the results of the SAFER pilots and a
mapping of innovative best practices in the seafood sector across the Atlantic area
and further insights at the European level.
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Seafood and innovation: introduction to the SAFER project

In order to continue to meet the growing demand for aquaculture products,
while balancing with sustainability goals and the preservation of natural heritage,
the seafood industry needs to respond to different challenges and opportunities
requiring innovative solutions.
The SAFER Project was started in 2017 to respond to these challenges in the
Atlantic area. SAFER aims to boost the adoption of technology and transnational
cooperation and to improve the innovation performance of the seafood sector in
the Atlantic regions.

1 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, The State of World Fisheries and Aquaculture, 2020. In brief.

Sustainability in action. Rome.

2 European Commission, “A Farm to Fork Strategy for a fair, healthy and environmentally-friendly food system”,

COM(2020) 381 final/20, May 2020.

3 Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, The State of the World Aquaculture and Fisheries, 2018.
4 European Commission, “Blue Growth – Opportunities for marine and maritime sustainable growth”, COM(2012) 494

final, September 2012.

5 Ibid2
6 Seafood sector is included in the RIS 3 strategies of Partner Regions under different headings, namely Sustainable

Food Production and Processing (Border, Midland and Western-IE), Agrofood specialised in very high quality products
(Cantabria-ES), Food and Environmental Systems and Marine and Maritime Technologies (Norte-PT), Sustainable food
supply chain and Maritime activities - Blue Growth (Bretagne – FR) and Agrofood technology (Northern Ireland – UK).
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Inspiring technology and collaboration within the seafood sector is at the heart of
the SAFER project. The implementation of pilots is the most effective and tangible
opportunity to illustrate the benefits of the innovation platform and its potential to
be replicated by seafood actors in the future, across the Atlantic and beyond. The
SAFER project jointly implemented 5 living lab pilots of innovative technologies and
tested two more pilots, all based on a tailor-made approach of the regional nodes’
needs and expectations. Through the implementation of technological innovation
at the local level, SAFER has helped the partner regions to make their seafood
sectors:

more sustainable
- ensuring optimal
conditions of the water in
the tanks and in this way
improving animal welfare in
Derry and Strabane (UK)
- increasing security around
catch quotas of oysters in
the Lough Foyle in Derry
and Strabane (UK)

more resilient
- supporting innovative
ideas at the local level
- creating an innovation
platform which provides
the tools for effective
governance and sharing
of best practice

more competitive
reducing production costs,
and improving logistics
and stock management
in companies in Ireland,
Portugal and France

a) Implemented pilots
Manufacturing Execution System implementation in Irish Fish Canners
Operational since:

February 2020 (additional features under
implementation)

Location:

Donegal, Ireland

Collaboration:

Údarás na Gaeltachta – Foodintech – Irish Fish Canners

Producing
organisation:

Údarás na Gaeltachta

Description:

Development and implementation of a Manufacturing
Execution System (MES) for Irish Fish Canners, a canned
fish industry.

Before the implementation of the
pilot, the employees did all their stock
take, goods in and goods out and
preparation of value-added products
manually with spreadsheets. This was
an arduous task, and the manual
nature of the task could lead to errors
in recording data. They had no access
to live information, which could affect
their cash flow and planning.
The MES software, Flow Manufacturing,
is an industrial management software
that allows Irish Fish Canners to control
production, logistics, quality, food
safety, traceability and manage the
legal / regulatory requirements without
paper. It is a fundamental software
for an Industry 4.0 strategy capable of
monitoring and controlling all stages of
the production processes in real time
and allowing data collection from
the factory floor to the back office to
achieve data-driven decisions.
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Increasing innovation throughout the seafood value chain:
results of SAFER’s pilots

Irish Fish Canners, ÚDARÁS and Foodintech

Irish Fish Canners – Fish Canning

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bkjywIbFJLA
Watch: Irish Fish Canners Video
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Manufacturing Execution System implementation in Mytilimer

Operational since:

February 2020 (additional features under
implementation)

Operational since:

September 2020 (additional features under
implementation)

Location:

Norte, Portugal

Location:

Brittany, France

Collaboration:

Foodintech – NorteSea

Collaboration:

Pole Mer Bretagne Atlantique – Foodintech - Mytilimer

Producing
organisation:

Foodintech Lda

Producing
organisation:

Pole Mer Bretagne Atlantique (PMBA)

Description:

Development and implementation of a Manufacturing
Execution System (MES) in NorteSea, a seafood industry.

Description:

Implementation of the Manufacturing Execution System
(MES).

The MES software, Flow Manufacturing,
allowed NorteSea to control
production, logistics, quality, food
safety, traceability and manage the
legal / regulatory requirements without
paper. In Nortesea were implemented
touchscreen PC’s along the factory
floor, as well as label printers and
barcode readers, in order to collect in
real-time information from production.
Having information in real time
increases final product quality, ensures
product traceability, and reduces
industrial costs.

Mytilimer offshore mussels’ farm

Flow Manufacturing – Touchscreen
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Manufacturing Execution System implementation in NorteSea

Mytilimer’s teamworkers - mussels sorting
machine

Mytilimer is a seafood SME specialized in mussels, oysters, shellfish and crustaceans.
Its production has been growing in the last 5 years and the management of this
increased production requires an improvement of processes. In order to improve
the company performance, it was necessary to implement the MES which makes
the manufacturing operations more effective to improve production output
by tracking and gathering real-time and accurate data about the complete
production lifecycle. The software FlowM was selected among other proposals
from Spain, Ireland and Portugal. This software supports the management of all
the factory production, from reception of mussels and packaging materials, labels
printing, cleaning and sorting of mussels, packaging, labelling, laboratory analysis
and distribution of its products. Touchscreen PC’s along the factory floor were
implemented as well as label printers and barcode readers, in order to collect in
real-time information from production.
Watch: Mytilimer (La cancalaise) Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XQYESqaCN6o
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Oyster farm environmental condition monitoring

Operational since:

October 2019

Operational since:

October 2019

Location:

Derry & Strabane, UK

Location:

Derry & Strabane, UK

Collaboration:

Derry City and Strabane District Council - Letterkenny
Institute of Technology - Loughs Agency

Collaboration:

Derry City and Strabane District Council - Letterkenny
Institute of Technology - Loughs Agency

Producing
organisation:

Derry City & Strabane District Council

Producing
organisation:

Derry City & Strabane District Council

Description:

Implementation of a digital application.

Description:

Development of monitoring system for oyster tanks.

The Loughs Agency currently manages the level of oyster harvesting by the
distribution of a limited number of tags to oyster fishermen. Each tag allows them
to land 25kg per full bag. Before, inspectors checked these tags manually. This
system has been vulnerable to abuse and error. This pilot introduced an app
used by the inspectors to scan barcodes on these tags, allowing them to know
immediately if the tag has been scanned before by an inspector or if the tag is
missing from the system. This simplifies the inspection process and allows for better
reporting and better traceability ensuring that fishing quotas are maintained. The
system is divided into 3 distinct sections: the tag, the app and database. The app
is capable of reading the code to download the information (Date issues, details
of who it was issued to and by, as well as date/time and location of last scan) and
presenting it to the user and transmitting to the database for the Loughs Agency
to access remotely.
This system closes off the possibility of errors or fraud around catch quotas,
reduces manual labour, delivers automated records, and ultimately helps ensure
sustainable fishing.

Oyster size
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Oyster bags to be tagged

Digital app

The overall population size and the
area occupied by the native oyster
in Lough Foyle had declined due to
historic overfishing. To help sustain and
grow the natural oyster population,
the Loughs Agency developed oyster
restorative tanks on the banks of Lough
Foyle. Key to this development was
the monitoring and maintenance of
optimal conditions of the water in the
tanks for oyster well-being. To improve
the performance of this system and
avoid the need for manual testing
and measurement, they implemented
the “Oyster Tank Remote Monitoring
System Pilot”, which is split into three
distinct sections: environmental
sensors, communications module and
web server. The environmental sensors
are placed in the tank to monitor the
selected conditions of the water in
the tank – oxygen, chlorophyll, UV
light and temperature. This data is
transmitted back to a web server to be
accessed by the Loughs Agency staff.
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Oyster Bag Tagging App

Environmental sensors kit

Implementation and testing

This system allows to remotely record environmental conditions in the ponds at
regular intervals and ensure optimal conditions of the water, in this way improving
animal welfare.
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Process for marine water treatment

Salmon Processing: from a paper-based QA system to a digital app

Completed functional testing – technology ready to be
implemented in a potential company

Status of the pilot:

Completed functional testing – upcoming
implementation at Mowi premises

Location:

Cantabria, Spain

Location:

Donegal, Ireland

Gobierno de Cantabria

Collaboration:

Letterkenny Institute of Technology - Mowi

Producing
organisation:

Development of water treatment technology.

Producing
organisation:

Letterkenny Institute of Technology

Description:

Description:

Development of a digital application.

Mowi is the world’s leading supplier of organic farmed salmon. At their seafood
processing factory in Donegal, they perform periodic site inspections to ensure
that the site is safe for workers and that no contaminants enter the food
production. These inspections were done before by pen and paper. The pilot
introduced a digital app to assist health and safety inspections in the factory floor.
By switching to software on a tablet/phone, the inspection reports can be stored
digitally, allowing them to be searched quickly and easily as well as reducing
human error in the reports.
This innovative service simplifies the inspection process allowing the access to
more accurate information, avoiding legibility or transcription issues, saving time
and storage space and improving reporting.

12 |

Status of the pilot:

The pilot consists of an innovative
process for the treatment and
reuse of marine and brackish water
to enhance the productivity and
reduce the environmental impact
of recirculating aquaculture systems
(RAS). Based on the electrochemical
oxidation technology, it only requires
an electrical potential between two
electrodes in water. High removal
rates of contaminants are achieved,
Marine water treatment technology
such as total ammonia nitrogen (TAN),
nitrite and dissolved organic matter,
together with high disinfectant efficacy. The aim of the technology is to integrate
automatic systems with remote alert procedures and supervision of the system
condition and operation.
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b) Tested pilots
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4.1 Key words

Fisheries

In a context of growing demand for seafood, as well as the higher expectations
from consumers for more local, sustainable, and quality food, the European Union
has put efforts in revising its policy framework to boost green growth in the seafood
sector:
- The European Maritime Fisheries and Aquaculture Fund (EMFAF) places
aquaculture at the core of EU investment policy towards maritime
sectors
- The Farm-to-Fork Strategy of the European Green Deal, as well as
the Strategic Guidelines for the sustainable development of EU
aquaculture, aim to increase EU efforts to support the sustainable
growth of the seafood sector notably by coordinating Member States
spatial planning, administrative procedures and promoting a level
playing field for EU operators.
In this positive context, the catalogue aims at showcasing that an incredible amount
of local initiatives are contributing to the general objectives of the EU. Through the
SAFER project, partners are enhancing underlying elements of these EU priorities:
business diversification, innovation, and exchange of best practice. Many other
projects in the Atlantic are also following the same path.
This next part of the catalogue will present a mapping of best practice of innovation
in the seafood sector in the Atlantic area. This mapping will gather knowledge
on innovative services and projects, implemented by a variety of actors such
as regional authorities, research centres, NGOs, SMEs, clusters, etc. It will show a
general overview of different activities in the Atlantic, and thus enable all types of
local actors from Atlantic regions to support a technology-driven seafood sector in
coastal areas.
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Cluster

Businesses/SMEs

Blue Bioeconomy

Blue and green infrastructures
Coastal management
Biotechnology

Network and Cooperation

Circular economy

Maritime Spatial Planning
Blue economy

Biodiversity

Ecosystem services

Communication and visibility

Monitoring and data collection

Technological development and Innovation
Aquaculture

Training and investment

Seafood
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The Atlantic, at the forefront of innovation in the EU seafood
sector: mapping of best practices & projects

Algae

4.2 Best practice categories
a) Specific services
b) Projects
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3. Analytical Chemistry

1. AIS MOB beacon
Dates of the project

Syrlinks created in 2011 (France)

Description

AIS-MOB beacon is in life-jackets of life-rafts. SIMY©
AIS is the smallest AIS-MOB beacon on the market
with 20% to 50% less size comparatively to other
vendors’ smallest equivalent. It can easily be
integrated into life jackets, even the most compact.
In the event of an emergency, it transmits your GPS
position to surrounding ships so they can come and
rescue you.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Syrlinks (FR)

Website

https://www.syrlinks.com/

Key words

Partners

Fisheries

Dates of the project

CIIMAR founded in 2000 (Portugal)

Description

CIIMAR is an analytical chemical platform which
provides services on the quantification of pollutants in
different ecosystem compartments, the establishment
of toxicity endpoints, the evaluation of ecosystems
recovery measures through biotechnology tools,
the identification of bioactive compounds or the
evaluation of seafood nutritional status, combining
chemical and biological data in a multidisciplinary
approach.

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
CIIMAR (Interdisciplinary
Centre of Marine and
Environmental Research)
(PT)

Website

http://www2.ciimar.up.pt/

Key words

Technological development and Innovation

2. Algae cultivation

Monitoring and data collection

Seafood

4. Asset tagging and tracking

Dates of the project

IEO created in 1914 (Spain)

Description

IEO is the largest algae cultivation plant in Spain,
designed on a semi-industrial scale to meet
demands for technological development in algae
crops for human consumption. Its main objective is
the development of reliable industrial application
technology for the development of industrial uses
and applications of marine algae using intensive and
extensive culture technologies. Its construction was
decided in the first National Aquaculture Plan, being
from the beginning a reference facility in marine
algae aquaculture.

Dates of the project

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
El Instituto Español de
Oceanografía-IEO (ES)

Website

www.ieo-santander.net/bocal.php

Key words

Biotechnology

Partners
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a) Specific services

Algae

Partners

Aquaculture

Description

The WISAR provides an RFID/ UWB based asset
tagging/tracking system which can be used to help
verify traceability. Information about each delivery,
such as date produced, location, batch number can
be stored in a tag attached to a delivery. This tag
can be read and verified. Tag may report data to a
server. Tag location may be reported on. This system
aims to improve the traceability of products by
keeping the data secured on a tag or on a server.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Wireless Sensor and
Applied Research
Lab-Wisar Lab (IE)

Website

https://www.wisar.ie/

Key words

Partners

Monitoring and data collection

Seafood

Technological development and Innovation
16 |
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6. Automated fuel consumption management system

Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007

Dates of the project

Silecmar created in 2006 (Spain)

Description

It is a methodology for a preliminary assessment
of the potential zones for aquaculture farms,
according to EU Marine Spatial Planning and
Blue Growth Strategy. It allows an analysis by fish
species, Operational, Structural and biological
factors (Metocean conditions). The objective of this
service is the development of an Atlas of viability for
the cultivation of fish species, development of an
application for the simulation of theoretical scenarios
on a regional scale.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Instituto de Hidráulica
Ambiental de Cantabria
(ES)

The system manages the fuel cycle and optimises
energy consumption, telling the user the actions
to be taken for optimisation or acting directly
and automatically on the elements that made
consumption.
The FCM system is composed of sensors and
actuators elements and a robust and reliable
control platform PLC-based (programmable logic
controllers) and HMI (human machine interface).
The FCM system is a modular and flexible system,
which allows its remote management in all shipment
consumptions. This technology can be applied to all
different ships and vessels, including different needs
and customisation processes and will help to develop
efficient routes management, time VS Savings
calculation algorithm for analysis of efficient route
and money savings.

Website

https://ihcantabria.com/en/

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Silecmar (ES)

Key words

Aquaculture

Fisheries

Partners

Maritime Spatial Planning

Partners
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5. Atlas MSP Methodology

Website
http://www.silecmar.com/products/fcm-fuel-consumption-management/

Key words

Blue Bioeconomy
Technological development and Innovation

18 |
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8. Biodiscovery and Biorefinery

Dates of the project

Created in 1981 (Spain)

Dates of the project

Created in 1981 (Portugal)

Description

AZTI has an offshore experimentation area to test
different solutions for offshore marine aquaculture.
This experimental area is located on the coastal strip
between Ondarroa and Lekeitio on beds 50 m deep,
within an area declared as of Interest for Marine
Aquaculture by the Basque Government. They test
systems and technologies for offshore aquaculture in
a coastal area that is highly exposed to waves, wind
and currents; monitor the growth of different species
of commercial interest; control the suitability for
consumption of the products farmed, as well as their
organoleptic quality; use remote systems to observe
the performance of the facility, monitoring the
functioning of the systems located in the area, as well
as any intrusions, and we monitor environmental and
oceanographic parameters of interest for testing.

Description

CIIMAR provides large-scale microalgae culture and
biomass processing facilities as well as last generation
photobioreactors, a collection of fractionated
extracts from marine microorganisms and a growing
library of pure compounds. In addition, CIIMAR’s
Biodiscovery and Biorefinery service can carry out
natural products isolation, structural characterisation
(using HRMS as well as NMR) and medicinal chemistry
iterations.

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
CIIMAR (PT)

Website

http://www2.ciimar.up.pt/

Atlantic regions involved

Pais Vasco (ES), Andalucia (ES)

Key words

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner

Algae

Partners

Biotechnology

Partners

9. Boat engineering

Website

Dates of the project

Mauric founded in 1945 (France)

https://www.azti.es/en/servicios/offshore-marine-aquaculture-experimentation-area/

Description

Bureau Mauric is an engineering office specialised in
naval architecture for conception and modernisation
of fishing ships and aquaculture farming. Bureau
Mauric has developed an expertise in the conception
of tuna seiner, fishing trawler, seiner and gill net vessel.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bureau Mauric (FR)

Website

https://www.mauric.ecagroup.com/

Key words

Aquaculture

Blue and green infrastructures

Monitoring and data collection
Technological development and Innovation

Key words

Aquaculture
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7. AZTI (Offshore marine aquaculture experimentation area)

Partners

Fisheries

Technological development and Innovation

20 |
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12. Business promotion

Dates of the project

ORBIT by Thalos founded around 2000 (France)

Dates of the project

Description

Designed and manufactured in France by Thalos,
ORBIT is a robust satellite buoy, designed for tuna
fishing and fitted with a high detection performance
sounder. It allows reliable and precise biomass
characterisation:
1) High performance detection;
2) Relevance of information;
3) Robust and simple utilisation;
4) R
 emote or on-site technical support. ORBIT fishing
buoy-provided information is managed by
OceanSense interface (Windows OS).

Pole Mer Bretagne Atlantique created in 2005
(France)

Description

PMBA provides a range of services to help
beneficiaries managing their communication
strategy: newsletter, the PMBA website, twitter, cluster
activity report. It aims to increase the visibility of the
cluster’s members, catalyse the emergence of new
collaborative projects.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Pole Mer Bretagne
Atlantique (FR)

Website

www.pole-mer-bretagne-atlantique.com/en/

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Thalos–Advanced
Maritime Solutions (FR)

Website

https://www.thalos.fr/

Key words

Fisheries

Partners

Key words

Monitoring and data collection

13. Business support
Dates of the project

Dates of the project

Fórum Oceano established in 2015 (Portugal) merger of Oceano XXI (2009) with FEEM (2010)

Description

The Business development allows the identification of
opportunities; share of experiences and cooperation;
attraction of private investment; involvement with
business incubation centres in the Sea area. The aim
of this service is the development of new business
activities and initiatives in emerging and innovative
sectors of the maritime economy.

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Forum Oceano (PT)

Website

http://www.forumoceano.pt/homepage
Blue economy

Description

Businesses across the Derry City and Strabane
District Council area are being encouraged to
avail of specialist tailored business advice and
support through the Business Boost Programme,
to micro and small enterprises in the local Council
area. The programme aims to develop a series of
sector specific interventions that will support the
development of a more prosperous economy within
the Council area. An opportunity for local businesses
to avail of specialist support that will help them
develop their businesses and equip them to become
more competitive in indigenous and export markets
and support the creation of new sustainable jobs
in the Council area as well as act as a support for
local entrepreneurs and businesses with high growth
potential.

Atlantic regions involved

Derry and Strabane (UK)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Derry City & Strabane
District Council (UK)

Website

https://www.derrystrabane.com/

Partners

Businesses/SMEs

Cluster

Key words
22 |

Communication and visibility

Network and Cooperation

11. Business development

Key words

Cluster

Partners
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10. Buoy for fish biomass detection

Businesses/SMEs

Partners

Training and investment
| 23

15. By-products valorisation

Dates of the project

Dates of the project

Abyss Ingredients founded in 2004 (France)

Description

Expert for 13 years, Abyss Ingredients is one of
the most innovative biotech companies. It was
established on the initiative of fishing and fish
processing professionals in Brittany who were eager
to bring high grade ingredients to the market. The
scientific expertise of Abyss’ ingredient is due to its
high qualified team who is guaranteeing traceability,
quality control for sage ingredients. Its core objective
is the development of marine ingredients for health
and nutrition based on seafood by-products.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Abyss Ingredients (FR)

Website

https://www.abyss-ingredients.com/

Description

The business support in the Gaeltacht involves
different grant schemes including:
1) R
 &D (small R&D grants towards R&D investments;
2) Training;
3) Capital investment; 3) Rent reduction;
4) E
 mployment (creation of full or part time
employment);
5) M
 arket research skills (develop the market
development skills of small and medium sized
enterprises (SME’s) by providing support towards
internal costs which they may incur when
researching new markets for products and
services);
6) F easibility studies (available to groups,
organisations, businesses or individuals to allow
them assess the viability of a business idea);
7) T rade fair participation (assistance to certain costs
relating to participation in business to business
trade fairs);
8) Key person (management function);
9) Innovation vouchers worth €5,000 are available to
assist a Ltd company or companies to explore a
business opportunity or problem with a registered
knowledge provider.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Údarás na Gaeltachta
(IE)

Website

http://www.udaras.ie/

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Key words

Seafood

Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Description

BIM provides grant assistance with capital investment
projects that seek to: reduce energy costs; improve
safety, health, quality, hygiene, and traceability; and
add value through processing, presentation, and
packaging. Údarás na Gaeltachta may approve the
use of these services in conjunction with BIM.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara-BIM
(IE)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Key words
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Fisheries

16. Capital investment

Partners

Training and investment

Biotechnology

Partners
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14. Business support in the Gaeltacht

Partners

Training and investment
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19. Data logger for water physico-chemical parameter

Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Dates of the project

NKE Instrumentation created in 1990

Description

This is a system of supports measures for enhanced
management and conservation of inshore stocks,
more selective fishing gear and the preparation and
implementation of management plans for inshore
stocks. Údarás na Gaeltachta may approve the use
of these services in conjunction with BIM.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara-BIM
(IE)

WiSens : Easy to Use Autonomous Dataloggers for
water physico-chemical parameters.
- Easy to use everywhere by everyone
-E
 volutive standardized range for common useability
and accessories
- Tending to the highest measuring performances
- T he most compact and robust loggers in the market
for their level of performances
-D
 eclineable and evolutive sensors range
It is used for aquaculture water quality and for
improving fishing methodology.

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
NKE Instrumentation (FR)

Key words

Fisheries

Partners

Training and investment

Website

18. CULTURE
Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007 (Spain)

Description

CULTURE aims to analyse the potential of the maritime
space of a region for the cultivation of marine
species of commercial interest (regional scale) and
create opportunity maps and fisheries management
models for bivalve (local scale).

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Instituto de Hidráulica
Ambiental de Cantabria
(ES)

Website

https://ihcantabria.com/en/

Key words

26 |

Partners

Aquaculture

Fisheries

http://nke-instrumentation.com/products/multiparameter-probes/wisens.html

Key words

Aquaculture

Fisheries
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22. ELOXIRAS: process for marine water treatment

Dates of the project

Thalos founded around 2000 (France)

Dates of the project

APRIA Systems founded in 2006 (Cantabria)

Description

CATSAT is a key decision tool for professional
fishermen involved in pelagic fish species, it provides
very accurate oceanographic data and marine
weather information in “near real time” directly
onboard the fishing vessel. Different oceanographic
data are available: Sea level anomaly, sea
surface temperature, plankton map, and weather
information. It aims to optimise your fish research time,
save fuel, and take the best decisions based on real
ocean conditions.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Thalos- Advanced
Maritime Solutions (FR)

Innovative process for the treatment and reutilisation
of marine and brackish water to enhance the
productivity and reduce the environmental impact of
recirculating aquaculture systems (RAS). Based on the
electrochemical oxidation technology, it only requires
an electrical potential between two electrodes
in water. High removal rates of contaminants are
achieved, such as total ammonia nitrogen (TAN),
nitrite and dissolved organic matter, together with
high disinfectant efficacy. The aim of the technology
is to integrate automatic systems with remote alert
procedures and supervision of the system condition
and operation.

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
APRIA Systems
Partners

Website

www.eloxiras.com

Partners

Website
https://www.thalos.fr/en/solutions-en/decider-en/catsat-en.html

Key words

Fisheries

Monitoring and data collection

Key words

Dates of the project

Pole Mer Bretagne Atlantique created in 2005
(France)

Description

This service is promoting business growth - economic
monitoring and market trends and supply of quality
information through scientific and economic
monitoring and details of market trends. Its objective
is helping business staying ahead of the game and
seize opportunities.
Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Pole Mer Bretagne
Atlantique (FR)

https://www.pole-mer-bretagne-atlantique.com/en/
Businesses/SMEs

23. Environmental and biological analysis
Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007 (Spain)

Description

The laboratory of hydrobiology provides support for
research and offers services to companies and public
bodies in the characterisation and assessment of
aquatic ecosystems and the biological communities:
Physical, Chemical and Biological Analysis in water,
sediment and biota and offers a “certified quality”
service.

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
The laboratory of
hydrobiology - Instituto
de Hidráulica Ambiental
de Cantabria (ES)

Website

https://ihcantabria.com/en/

Partners

Website

Key words

Cluster

Network and Cooperation

Key words
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21. Economic monitoring and market trends

Atlantic regions involved

Partners
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25. Expertise training

Dates of the project

Seaneo created in 2006 (Spain)

Dates of the project

Description

Since 2006, SEANEO provides studies and services
on coastal and marine environment, aquaculture,
fishing and marine resources. The environmental
expertise of SEANEO is based on multidisciplinary
ecological studies. Status and functional diagnoses
are adapted and applied to management of marine
ecosystems; these aspects are based on reliable
biological inventories (fauna and flora) cross linked to
biotic and abiotic parameters. From field diagnostics,
Seaneo provide management, planning, protection
or production advices.

Description

Different training and educational activities
specifically designed for the fishery sector in
accordance to all industrial, processing and
extractive actions made by all actors within the
sector. The training services includes local, national
and International legislation, labour activities, EC
label and technical organisation to different actors
within the Fishery sector and manufacturers. The main
aim of the service is to offer a training catalogue and
different educational services to the Fishery sector.

Atlantic regions involved

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Seaneo-The laboratory
of hydrobiology - Instituto
de Hidráulica Ambiental
de Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Gobierno de Cantabria
(ES)

Website
Key words

Partners

https://www.seaneo.com/
Aquaculture

Fisheries

Partners

Website
https://www.cantabria.es/web/direccion-general-pesca-y-alimentacion-cdrgpb

Key words

Training and investment

Fisheries
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27. FCM Fuel Consumption Management

Dates of the project

Kamahu created in 2017 (France)

Dates of the project

Silecmar created in 2006 (Spain)

Description

Our service aims at tracking and monitoring the
activities and performances of farms, having a
forecast upon the production. It goes through
remote, multi-sites, multi-users, multilingual and
on-real time reporting and data-consolidation.
We provide performance analysis, easy and
full traceability for everyone on every device,
automatics alerts, checking of the specifications of
the retail industry, remote visibility on the feeds stocks
and so on. The service is based on web- and open
source technologies. Different user profiles and rights
are managed through the service. Performance
monitoring, business planning and traceability are the
3 core functionalities of the service.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

The FCM system is an integral management
system for energy efficiency developed for use in
commercial fishing vessels and merchant fleet. The
system manages the fuel cycle and optimises energy
consumption, telling the user the actions to be taken
for optimization or acting directly and automatically
on the elements that made consumption. The
technology can be applied to all different ships and
vessels, including different needs and customisation
processes. The system displays the most relevant data
of the corresponding process and creates a data
record with all consumptions of the vessel. The aim
is to help managers and the people in charge of
the planning to see all fuel consumptions in different
graphics for the historical analysis of each data
record.

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Kamahu (FR)

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Website

https://www.kamahu.com/

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Silecmar (ES)

Key words

Aquaculture

Partners

Monitoring and data collection

Partners
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26. Farm control solutions for aquaculture

Website
http://www.silecmar.com/eng/products/fcm-fuel-consumption-management/

Key words
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30. Fishing ports management

Dates of the project

Pole Mer Bretagne Atlantique created in 2005
(France)

Description

PMBA’s service aims to increase companies’ financial
support by securing funding from public and private
sources, notably with the support of PMBA Partner’s
Club to consolidate a company’s financial structure.
It aims also helping business staying ahead of the
game and seize opportunities.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Pole Mer Bretagne
Atlantique (FR)

Website

https://www.pole-mer-bretagne-atlantique.com/en/

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Docapesca created in 1990 (Portugal)

Description

Docapesca – Portos e Lotas, S.A. is a Portuguese
government owned company, under the Ministry
of Finance and the Ministry of Sea. Its mission is to
provide, in mainland Portugal, the public service of
the first sale of fish in auction and related activities,
the administration of fishing ports and recreational
marinas, acting as port authority, in the areas under
its jurisdiction. Regarding fishing port management,
Docapesca is responsible for the service of first sale of
fish in auction, as well as related infrastructures, such
as resale markets, ice factories, cold storage units
and fishermen and traders’ warehouses.

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Forum Oceano (PT)

Website

http://www.docapesca.pt/

Partners

Cluster

Network and Cooperation

29. Fishing gear connected
Dates of the project

NKE Instrumentation created in 1990 (France)

Description

RECOPESCA: Fishing Gear Automated
Instrumentation with dedicated software.
- Autonomous system for trawlers, gill needs,
- Measurement of fishing effort: immersion time,
length of payed out net, weighting of the catch,
GPS position, logbook and fisherman information
- Environmental measurement of temperature, salinity
and turbidity profiles
- Automated data via radio link onboard and GPRS
to land
- Radio data Pencil communication interface to
parameter dataloggers

Key words

Fisheries

Partners

Coastal management

31. FLOW A - Flow Aquaculture
Dates of the project

Foodintech Lda founded in 2006 (Portugal)

Description

This is an IT solution that supports the management
of aquaculture business (Fish; Shellfish; Algae). Flow
A is an IT system that supports all the data regarding
aquaculture processes: reception; reproduction;
feeding; harvesting and shipping. It supports all
the data regarding the aquaculture processes,
supporting traceability; production costs; inventory
and operations management among others.

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Foodintech Lda (PT)

Website

Website

https://flowtech.pt

https://www.nke-instrumentation.fr/produit/recopesca/

Key words

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
NKE Instrumentation (FR)

Key words
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Partners
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Partners
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Dates of the project

Foodintech Lda founded in 2006 (Portugal)

Dates of the project

Description

Flow F - Fishing is an IT solution that supports the
record of data during the capture process. Applied
to small and medium fishing vessel, and on-shore and
near-shore, seafood farming, it allows the fisherman
to record the data of the seafood capture process:
specie; quantity; time; position (the fisherman can set
up the type and categories of data to be recorded).
The Flow F allows the fisherman to track its captures
during the time of activity. The entire information
collect supports the management of the business.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Foodintech Lda (PT)

Website

https://flowtech.pt

Derry City and Strabane District Council has
delivered several major Food Initiatives each year
that showcase artisan foods, local food provenance
initiatives and provide platforms for local producers.
These include the Foyle Maritime Festival and
incorporates Flavours of the Foyle Seafood Festival
which attracts 20,000 visitors and engages with
14 restaurants and 40 chefs using local menus
and dishes. The LegenDerry Food Festival attracts
36,000 visitors and profiles all food stuffs from fish
and beef to poultry, game, dairy, cheese, artisan
breads, and slow food. LegenDerry has won several
major industry awards. The Slow Food Festival is the
only one in Northern Ireland and promotes Clean,
Fair & sustainable foods, attracting 25,000 visitors
and providing a platform for over 50 producers/
restaurants & local chefs.

Atlantic regions involved

Derry City & Strabane (UK)

33. FLOW M - Manufacturing Execution System

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Derry City & Strabane
District Council (UK)

Dates of the project

Foodintech Lda founded in 2006 (Portugal)

Website

https://www.derrystrabane.com/

Description

MES (Manufacturing Execution System) IT solution,
for fish, shellfish, algae, processing Industries. Flow M
is an integrated system of software and hardware,
designed for the control of Production, Quality, Food
Safety, Traceability, Stock, Picking, and Distribution.
It enables the management of all the information
required for the implementation of food normative
and legal issues, such as Regulation (EC) No 178/2002
-Traceability, Codex Alimentarius, FSSC 22000, IFS,
BRC, ISO 9001:2008 among others.

Key words

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Foodintech Lda (PT)

Website

https://flowtech.pt

Key words

Key words
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Fisheries

Algae

Seafood

Seafood

Partners
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Partners
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36. Funding assistance

Dates of the project

North West Regional College established in 2007
(United Kingdom)

Description

North West Regional College (NWRC) has specialist
experience in food product development and has
provided technical support to over 90 food and
hospitality businesses (SMEs) in improving existing
and developing new products. Examples include,
new product development, diet & nutrition, process
improvement, taste panels, package design &
food labelling and craft beer development. As a
result, the College has invested £450k in an industrystandard food development centre, (Food Ovation
Centre) offering industry support in food innovation,
product development and food science/technology.
The College works with businesses to look at local
provenance within their food innovations and global
market opportunities by developing new products
that can have market potential outside the region.

Atlantic regions involved

Derry City & Strabane (UK)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
North West Regional
College (UK)

Website

http://www.nwrc.ac.uk/

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Description

Ireland’s seven Fisheries Local Action Groups (FLAGs),
invite applications for grant aid under the European
Maritime and Fisheries Fund Operational Programme
2014 -2020, co-funded by the European Union
and Irish Government. Project proposals must be
consistent with the FLAG Local Development Strategy
for the FLAG area. Údarás na Gaeltachta may
approve grant aid. It aims to assist eligible businesses
from the seafood sector with project proposals that
are consistent with the FLAG Local Development.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara (IE)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Key words

Fisheries

Partners

Training and investment

Partners

37. High speed internet access at sea
Dates of the project

MVG (Microwave Vision Group) created in 1986
(France)

Description

NeptuLink by MVG brings to your ship high-speed
internet access up to 100 Mbit/s, with ship-to-shore
communication in a radius of approximately 20
nautical miles. With its rugged mechanical design,
NeptuLink by MVG is made for the maritime
environment. Developed with an international
and recognized telecommunication laboratory, it
considers the specific characteristics of radio wave
propagation above the sea, as well as the effects of
pitching and rolling motions on board.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
MVG Industries (FR)

Website

https://www.mvg-world.com/fr/neptulink

Training and investment

Technological development and Innovation
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Key words

Partners

Fisheries
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39. IH-Forecasting

Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007 (Spain)

Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007 (Spain)

Description

IHData Service has been designed to provide
historical data on wind, waves and sea level. IHData
comprises the following data bases:
1) GOW: Oceanic Waves at global/regional scale;
2) DOW: Coastal Waves at high spatial resolution;
3) SeaWind: Regional Offshore winds;
4) S eaWind-HR: Coastal winds at high spatial
resolution;
5) G
 OS: Coastal meteo-induced sea level (storm
surges);
6) G
 OT: Hourly time series of astronomical tide.
The main aim of the service is to provide the required
historic metocean information to develop further
analysis.

Description

The IH-Forecasting Service is based on numerical
and statistical modelling, which enables to perform
metocean forecasting analysis in order to understand
short-term, mid-term and long-term metocean
conditions. The service aims to provide metocean
forecasting (short-term, mid-term and long-term
metocean conditions) at any location worldwide.

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Instituto de Hidráulica
Ambiental de Cantabria
(ES)

Website

https://ihcantabria.com/en/

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Instituto de Hidráulica
Ambiental de Cantabria
(ES)

Partners

Key words

Partners

Coastal management
Monitoring and data collection

Website

40. IH-Monitoring

https://ihcantabria.com/en/ / https://ihdataprot-a.ihcantabria.com/

Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007 (Spain)

Key words

Description

The IH-Monitoring service provides near real time
metocean conditions. The Service makes use of:
1) in situ sensors such as meteo-oceoanografic buoys
or meteorological stations, and
2) remote sensing from cameras or satellites.
The service is focused on observing the environmental
conditions in near real time, providing information
about any significant environmental change.

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Instituto de Hidráulica
Ambiental de Cantabria
(ES)

Website

https://ihcantabria.com/en/

Coastal management
Monitoring and data collection

Key words
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Partners
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43. Innovation support

Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Description

BIM will look at your factory layout as well as recipe
scale-up and first production run, which are critical
to the successful launch of any new product.
They will visit your premises to enable the smooth
transition from pilot plant to full scale-up. Údarás na
Gaeltachta may approve the use of these services
in conjunction with BIM. It aims to assist eligible
businesses from the seafood sector with scaling up.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara (IE)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Key words

Partners

Dates of the project

Fórum Oceano established in 2015 (Portugal)
- merger of Oceano XXI (2009) with FEEM (2010)

Description

This service set up for new projects and partnerships;
engage companies and R&D in the innovation
process. The objective is a Knowledge transfer and
development of new products, processes or services.

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Forum Oceano (PT)

Website

http://www.forumoceano.pt/

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Seafood

Blue economy

Partners

Cluster

Technological development and Innovation
Training and investment

44. Innovative clothes
42. Innovation consultancy

Dates of the project

Aquavitex created in 2015 (France)

Dates of the project

IVAMER created in 2008 (France)

Description

Description

IVAMER provides scientific and technical synthesis,
competitive watch, benchmarking, innovative
process, market study, strategic diagnostic, quality
management process, technology transfer,
characterisation and analysis of specific compounds
(functional and nutritional properties), design of new
products, decision support). The objective is the
introduction of innovative processes and products in
the seafood sector.

Aquavitex proposes protective equipment designed
for professional fit for purpose. Oilskin, work coats,
waders, trousers, apron, gloves, safety shoes, all
for intensive uses in wet and salty environments.
this service aims to guarantee a protection to
professional working at sea or on land in wet and
aggressive environments.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Aquavitex (FR)

Website

https://www.aquavitex.com/

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
IVAMER (FR)

Website

http://www.ivamer.fr/

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Partners

Key words
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Partners
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46. Innovative projects support

Dates of the project

Morgère founded in 1902 (France)

Dates of the project

Description

Operating on five continents, Morgère is one of the
world’s leading specialists in trawl doors and we
are dedicated to serving the fishing industry. Our
company has established its leading position due to
continual innovation and the creation of trawl doors
that are the result of extensive hydrodynamic studies.
Their global experience in a full range of different
fisheries, including pelagic and demeral fishing, has
enabled us to bring to the fishing industry the most
efficient technology, maximising catches at the
lowest energy cost.

Pole Mer Bretagne Atlantique created in 2005
(France)

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Morgère (FR)

PMBA provides support for new innovative projects
including:
1) Detect and set up new projects - supporting
project directors while on the look-up for fresh
initiatives by highlighting newly emerging issues;
2) Development and monitoring projects thanks
to a team made of members from academic
and industrial players, providing to the cluster an
exceptional source of expertise;
3) Propose new opportunities - from market
placement of products and services generated
by recognized products to seeking out new
opportunities. Its objective is to speed up and
catalyse the emergence of new innovative
projects.

Website

https://www.morgere.com

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Pole Mer Bretagne
Atlantique (FR)

Website

https://www.pole-mer-bretagne-atlantique.com/en/

Key words

Partners

Fisheries
Technological development and Innovation

Key words

Cluster

Partners
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45. Innovative equipment for capture engine

Network and Cooperation

47. Internationalisation support
Dates of the project

Fórum Oceano established in 2015 (Portugal)
- merger of Oceano XXI (2009) with FEEM (2010)

Description

This service allows the participation in international
and national networks; promoting existing and new
B2B relationships; promotion and participation in
entrepreneurial missions; promoting market studies.
it aims to identify new opportunities for business and
projects, approach new markets for exportation.

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Forum Oceano (PT)

Website

http://www.forumoceano.pt/

Key words
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50. Marine spatial platform

Dates of the project

CAPAJUT created in 2017 (France)

Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007 (Spain)

Description

Combining technical and regulation aspects,
CAPAJUT offers unique and complete technical and
informatic solutions. These are efficient, regulatory
compliant, technically stable, in order to escort the
professional at sea in any of their navigation.
It provides IT solutions for marine navigation.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
CAPAJUT (FR)

Website

http://www.capajut.com/

The marine spatial platform is a system that integrates
technical and scientific knowledge from IH Cantabria
researchers in support of the 2030 agenda for
sustainable development and associated SDGs.
In the framework of our Marine Spatial Planning
Platform there is what we call ‘The Blue Time
Machine’, a digital representation of the past,
present and future conditions from our “Blue Planet”.
It provides “Past” (data generated using numerical
models and open data with the last 60 years of
relevant data), “Present” (real time data from
Metocean Buoys and Coast Radars), and “Future”
(with two scales, short-term data and climate
changes projections).

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
IH Cantabria - Instituto
de Hidráulica Ambiental,
Universidad de Cantabria
(ES)

Website

https://msp.ihcantabria.com/

Key words

Partners

Fisheries

49. Manufacturing composite material for fisheries & aquaculture
Dates of the project

Polyway created in 1974 (France)

Description

For 4 decades Polyway has been in the business of
processing composites and manufacturing tooling
and composite pressure vessels. We use our expertise
in manufacturing processes and quality management
to design and implement comprehensive and
innovative solutions. As a prime contractor, Polyway’s
design office and manufacturing plant (contact,
RTM and infusion, filament winding, and spray-up
moulding), will support you throughout your project.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Polyway (FR)

Website

http://www.polyway.fr/

Key words

Aquaculture

Key words

Partners
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Maritime Spatial Planning
Monitoring and data collection
Technological development and Innovation

Partners

Fisheries

Technological development and Innovation
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53. Master in Fisheries and Aquatic Sciences

Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Dates of the project

Description

This service will provide with a provision with insight on
new and emerging markets, competitor analysis from
your target market and identify gaps in the market
and advise on pack sizes, pack formats and price
points currently on the market. Údarás na Gaeltachta
may approve the use of these services in conjunction
with BIM. It aims to assist eligible businesses from the
seafood sector with the market research.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara (IE)

The MSc training is divided in 4 different options:
1. A
 quatic resources and ecosystems, with main
courses in quantitative marine ecology, especially
dedicated to future PhD students;
2. F isheries and integrated coastal management that
aims at forming executives specialised in fisheries;
3. P
 roduction and valorisation of fish products, lean
towards the seafood industry;
4. F ish farming - multidisciplinary transverse courses
on aquaculture, from research to production,
processing and projects management.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Fisheries and Aquatic
Sciences Center
- L’institut Agro Agrocampus Ouest (FR)

Website

https://halieutique.agrocampus-ouest.fr

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Partners

Seafood

52. MARUSE
Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007 (Spain)

Description

This service allows the promotion of both sectors,
marine renewable energy and oceanic aquaculture,
with different levels of development in the deepwater areas, especially, islands and the analysis of
the impact in the socio-economic environment of
the areas, contributing to the economic activities
diversification. It can be used by any Regional
Government interested in studying the promotion of
Blue Growth Strategy, mainly, in renewable energy as
well as oceanic aquaculture.

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Instituto de Hidráulica
Ambiental de Cantabria
(ES)

Website

www.ihcantabria.com/en/

Key words

Aquaculture

Key words

Aquaculture

Partners

Coastal management

Fisheries
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Service provider logo

Partners

Blue and green infrastructures
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56. Modelling and numerical simulation

Dates of the project

Syrlinks created in 2011 (France)

Dates of the project

Cervval created in 2003 (France)

Description

Syrlinks has developed the smallest 406MHz dualfrequency Cospas-Sarsat beacon. This new readyto-go module MRB5007 includes all RF, Digital and
Power management electronics as well as a flexible
Software library to access all features of the module.
the objective is the integration of the trigger COSPAS
SARSAT in a system.

Description

Modelling and numerical simulation of systems
and process. The objective is to provide tools to
facilitate the conception, optimisation and help for
exploitation or training.
It is applied for the process optimisation,
predictive models, planning and human resources
management, logistic optimisation.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Syrlinks (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Cervval (FR)

Website

https://www.syrlinks.com/

Website

https://www.cervval.com/

Key words

Partners

Key words

Fisheries
Technological development and Innovation

55. Mobile apps

Businesses/SMEs
Technological development and Innovation

57. Molecular Biology (Genomics and Proteomics)

Dates of the project

Ubidreams created in 2009 (France)

Dates of the project

CIIMAR founded in 2000 (Portugal)

Description

UbiDreams is a digital agency specialised in the
development of multiplatform mobile applications
and connected devices. The company becomes a
technological centre and evolve to the react native
development.
UbiDreams services include: Feasibility study, proof
of concept, mobile apps development, software
and software packages; Development service in
delegation and the providing employees; Advice,
expert assessment and training services.
This service is applied for the sector of fisheries,
aquaculture, energy, monitoring, security and safety.

Description

CIIMAR molecular biology platform uses evolutionary
genomics/proteomics and bioinformatics tools
to develop state-of-the-art genetic research in
various organisms (from marine microorganisms to
mammals) and their key cellular protein-coding
genes. Having the following technics available:
Evolutionary genomics; Adaptive and functional
genomics; Bioinformatics (comparative genomics,
phylogenomics, genome assembly and annotation,
etc).

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Ubidreams (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
CIIMAR (Interdisciplinary
Centre of Marine and
Environmental Research)
(PT)

Website

https://www.ubidreams.fr/en

Website

http://www2.ciimar.up.pt/

Key words
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Partners

Businesses/SMEs

Fisheries

Key words
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59. Networking businesses

Dates of the project

Dates of the project

Created in 1982 (France)

Description

The SMIDAP is a think tank, animator and coordinator
which works on the overall themes related to fisheries
and aquaculture in Pays de la Loire. One of the
main mission of the SMIDAP is to foster the settlement
and the development of fishing and aquaculture
companies in the region. The SMIDAP also contributes
to the development of the regional fisheries and
aquaculture and coordinates the implementation for
regional authorities (Région des Pays de la Loire and
Départements de Loire-Atlantique and Vendée) and
connects related partners, professionals, scientific
organisations, administrations and other authorities.

Atlantic regions involved

Pays de la Loire (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
SMIDAP (FR)

Website

https://www.smidap.fr/

Description

Remote monitoring devices can be used to
monitor the environment esp. in aquaculture and
aquaponics. These can remotely track temperature,
salinity, light levels etc. to allow more fine grain
control of environment to increase yields.
Environmental data can be used to improve
environmental control and increase yields.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Wireless Sensor and
Applied Research
Lab-Wisar (IE)

Website
Key words

Partners

https://www.lyit.ie/
Aquaculture

Monitoring and data collection

Key words

Aquaculture

Partners
Région Pays de la Loire
(FR), Conseil Général
Vendée (FR) Conseil
Général Loire Atlantique
(FR),
Other partners:
National Professional
organisations (CNPM,
CNC, FFA, CIPA,
CONAPPED), Regional
Professional organisations
(CRC Pays de la Loire,
CRC Bretagne Sud,
COREPEM, GAED,
AADPPMFEDLA +),
Scientific organisations
(Ifremer, Universités,
Agrocampus, Oniris, Inra,
Istrea…), training bodies
(universities, schools),
Other structures:
AGLIA, PAO, Regional
tech centres,
organisations of regional
and national producers.

Businesses/SMEs
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61. Networking facilitation

Dates of the project

CPMR founded in 1973 (France)

Dates of the project

ERNACT founded in 1991 (Ireland)

Description

The Atlantic Arc Commission runs two working
groups dealing with seafood industry/innovation:
One on fisheries and aquaculture led by Pays de la
Loire. This working group aims at bringing together
actors in the field of fisheries and aquaculture
to identify common challenges and objectives,
but also to develop EU projects in different areas:
training, sustainable development of the sector,
environmental impact, etc. The second one on
Innovation led by Nouvelle-Aquitaine which develops
initiatives on four areas for work: namely “Biological
Resources and Biotechnologies”, “Ships of the
Future”, “Development, surveillance and security
of the coast” & “Marine mineral resources”. The
Working Groups meetings are used as opportunities to
implement networking on SAFER topics and activities.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

ERNACT is the Secretariat for a network which
comprises eight local and regional authorities and
development agencies in Europe and Atlantic
Canada that has been existence since 1991.
The organization works together and help their
members to participate in EU programmes that
assist the competitiveness of these regions trough
the introduction of innovation and application of
digital technologies to sustain public services / social
solidarity and jobs / in particular in sectors identified
as high potential within these regions.
This service includes the facilitation of the
cooperation / searching for EU-cooperation funding
opportunities / matching and coordinating the
different triple-helix actors and also assisting in the
organization of bespoken sectoral missions among
their members.

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
CPMR (FR)

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Website

https://cpmr-atlantic.org/

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
ERNACT-European
Regions Network for
the Application of
Communications
Technology (IE)

Website

https://www.ernact.eu/

Key words

Aquaculture

Partners

Biotechnology

Network and Cooperation

Fisheries

Seafood

Key words
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64. Product development

Dates of the project

Cervval created in 2003 (France)

Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Description

Management of human and material resources
thanks to ergonomic interfaces and calculation
engines. Consideration of any types of constrains.
It is applied for the process optimisation,
predictable models, planning and human resources
management, logistic optimisation.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Cervval (FR)

This service allows to develop your recipe in our
state-of-the-art test kitchen and bring your concept
to life using ingredients and flavours on trend with the
market. Look at the sensory profile and consumer test
the product for fast feedback on product attributes.
Monitor the costs throughout the process. Údarás na
Gaeltachta may approve the use of these services in
conjunction with BIM. Its objective is to assist eligible
businesses from the seafood sector with product
development.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Website

https://www.cervval.com/

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara-BIM
(IE)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Key words

Partners

Businesses/SMEs

63. Process development

Key words

Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Description

Develop the process and equipment necessary for
the production environment. Apply regulatory factory
standards to the production process to produce a
safe and legal product. Pack your product and trial
modern packaging technology to maximise shelf
life and presentation. Údarás na Gaeltachta may
approve the use of these services in conjunction with
BIM. Its objective is to assist eligible businesses from
the seafood sector with process development.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara-BIM
(IE)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Seafood

Partners

Businesses/SMEs

Seafood

Partners

Training and investment
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65. Radio frequency systems
Dates of the project

Syrlinks created in 2011 (France)

Description

Development of radio-frequency system with
very low phase noise. Syrlinks study and develop
on demand these systems based on client load
specifications. Syrlinks has also developed a range of
oscillator OCXO with the best compromise stability/
consumption. It is applied for communication,
detection and localisation.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Syrlinks (FR)

Website

https://www.syrlinks.com/

Key words

Partners

Fisheries
Technological development and Innovation
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68. Satellite communication

Dates of the project

Thalos founded around 2000 (France)

Dates of the project

Thalos founded around 2000 (France)

Description

OceanLive is an on-board system allowing:
• Real time supervision of fishing operation
• Reinforcement of on-board safety
• Operation remote control
• Validation of catch compliance
Other functionalities :
• Automatic launch of recordings
• Videos encryption
• Remote and on-site technical support

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Thalos-Advanced
Maritime Solutions (FR)

OceanBox is reliability solution for satellite links and a
control on communication budget
• Optimisation of data flow
• Management of crew services
• Remote real time monitoring
• Remote or onsite technical support
Aim and application:
•B
 enefit from a stable and efficient satellite
telecommunication service
•A
 ccess services designed for professional and
private users
• Control telecommunication budget

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Website

https://www.thalos.fr/

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Thalos-Advanced
Maritime Solutions (FR)

Website

https://www.thalos.fr/

Key words

Fisheries

Partners

Monitoring and data collection

Key words

67. Remote sensing

Small sensors can be installed to gather data from
remote locations, this data can be stored on the
device or broadcast back to a central location.
Different sensors can be installed to gather a variety
of data types; this data can be environmental,
physical, etc. The data gathered from these sensors
can be used to generate statistical data which
can further be used for predictions. It is applied for
gathering sensor data about the environment and/
or the production process. Data can then be used to
highlight key areas in the process for improvement.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Wireless Sensor and
Applied Research
Lab-Wisar Lab (IE)

Website

https://www.wisar.ie/

Key words

Partners

Monitoring and data collection

69. Seafood business development
Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Description

The Seafood Development Centre has an overall
space of 768sqm, including the following stateof-the-art facilities: Product processing, Product
development kitchen, Innovation & product concept
room, two business incubation units, reception and
administration. Údarás na Gaeltachta may approve
the use of these facilities in conjunction with BIM.
It aims to assist eligible businesses from the seafood
sector to explore new ideas.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara-BIM
(IE)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Key words
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Partners
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Businesses/SMEs
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Partners
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72. Skills and career development

Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952

Description

The team of experts will look at the company’s
strategy, idea generation and focus on projects that
will make the biggest difference. We are experienced
in managing both large and small-scale projects
and will work with you from the very beginning
of a concept or at any stage in the new product
development process. Údarás na Gaeltachta may
approve the use of these services in conjunction with
BIM. It aims to assist eligible businesses to explore new
ideas.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara-BIM
(IE)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Partners

Dates of the project

IGAFA – Galician institute for aquaculture education,
established in 1992 (Spain)

Description

The Institute offers multiple courses on aquaculture
divided into Erasmus+ projects, training courses for
obtaining professional certificates and VET courses
of different levels and with different focuses. The aim
is to provide theoretical and practical skills to young
people and prepare them for the job market.

Atlantic regions involved

Galicia (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
IGAFA (ES)

Website

http://www.igafa.es/Index.aspx

Key words

Blue economy

Partners

Aquaculture

Training and investment
Training and investment

73. Strategic benchmarking
71. SILECRED Auto trawl System
Dates of the project

Silecmar created in 2006 (Spain)

Description

SILECRED is a robust automation system based on
PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers) and HMI
technology (Human Machine Interface). Using a
touch screen, the skipper can control the manoeuvre
of a visual, intuitive and simple way. The system
is flexible and adaptable to new requirements or
specific customer needs. From basic monitoring
system to advanced systems for control and
management of multiple process. The remote
functionality allows the remote connection and log
files download. The technical service can use this
functionality to remote assist, diagnosis and upgrade
all systems and controls.

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Silecmar (ES)

Dates of the project

Fórum Oceano established in 2015 (Portugal)
- merger of Oceano XXI (2009) with FEEM (2010)

Description

This service allows the Communication and
dissemination of partner activities and of other
relevant information: website, social media, mailing
lists, cluster reports, national and international events.
It aims to Increase the visibility of the cluster and
cluster’s members.

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Forum Oceano (PT)

Website

http://www.forumoceano.pt/

Key words
Partners

Cluster
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Partners

Communication and visibility

Network and Cooperation

Website
https://www.silecmar.com/products/silecred-automatic-winch-control/

Key words
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76. Technical Aquaculture Services

Dates of the project

Pole Mer Bretagne Atlantique created in 2005
(France)

Dates of the project

CIIMAR founded in 2000 (Portugal)

Description

This service provides a support access to market
through benchmarking, promoting the economic
potential of projects, facilitating industrialisation and
expanding exports. Its objective is helping business
staying ahead of the game and seize opportunities.

Description

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Pole Mer Bretagne
Atlantique (FR)

CIIMAR Bioterium of Aquatic Organisms (BOGA)
is a high standard infrastructure dedicated to the
experimentation and maintenance of a wide range
of aquatic organisms (macro and microalgae, fish,
cephalopods and other invertebrates). The facility
is licensed by the Portuguese Authority on the
protection of animals used in experimentation (DGAV
–Direção Geral de Alimentação e Veterinária).
BOGA offers services for the academic and industrial
sectors related with the optimization of environmental
conditions.

Website

https://www.pole-mer-bretagne-atlantique.com/en/

Atlantic regions involved

Norte (PT)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
CIIMAR (Interdisciplinary
Centre of Marine and
Environmental Research)
(PT)

Website

http://www2.ciimar.up.pt/

Key words

Businesses/SMEs

Partners

Cluster

Network and Cooperation

75. Sustainable aquaculture
Dates of the project

BIM, a State Agency formed in 1952 (Ireland)

Description

Apply for support for projects that promote the
sustainable growth of output, value and employment
in the aquaculture sector. 3 types of project
are eligible for funding: Project Types: Organic
Aquaculture, Biotoxin Harvesting Suspension,
Capacity Building. Údarás na Gaeltachta may
approve the use of these services in conjunction
with BIM. It aims to assist eligible businesses from the
seafood sector in Sustainable Aquaculture.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Bord Iascaigh Mhara-BIM
(IE)

Website

http://www.bim.ie/

Key words
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Key words

Algae

Aquaculture

Partners
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79. Water quality monitoring instrument

Dates of the project

CPMR founded in 1973 (France)

Dates of the project

NKE Instrumentation created in 1990 (France)

Description

Thanks to the support of its Working Groups and of the
CPMR’s overall expertise and network (150 Member
Regions), the Atlantic Arc Commission prepares
technical papers and policy positions, particularly
on issues related to fisheries, aquaculture, Common
Fisheries Policy, innovation, and more generally on
issues of interest for the peripheral maritime Regions.
With the aim to improve the sustainability and
competitiveness of fisheries and aquaculture in the
Atlantic. The Atlantic Arc Commission also promotes
synergies between territories, professionals and the
research community.

Description

SAMBAT: Autonomous multiparameter probe with
brush and teletransmission. This equipment is used
to measure and record the main physical water
parameters (temperature, depth, conductivity for
the calculation of salinity, turbidity, fluorescence,
dissolved oxygen and pH) on a period of time up
to several months. It is applied for Aquaculture
water quality monitoring, aiming at improving fishing
methodology.

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
NKE Instrumentation (FR)

Website

https://nke-instrumentation.com/produit/sambat/

Atlantic regions involved

Brittany (FR)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
CPMR/CRPM (FR)

Website

https://cpmr-atlantic.org/

Key words

Partners

Key words

Aquaculture

Fisheries

Network and Cooperation

78. TENSHORES
Dates of the project

IH Cantabria created in 2007 (Spain)

Description

A comprehensive methodology that jointly
considers the incorporation of new farming models
(cages) and the optimization of the integral design
of oceanic aquaculture farms considering the
current environmental conditions of the receiving
environment and the boundary conditions of the
aquaculture market in the world. Its objective is the
design and development of parks prototypes for
oceanic aquaculture, experimental validation on
a reduced scale of culture cages, technical and
economic feasibility studies.

Atlantic regions involved

Cantabria (ES)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
Instituto de Hidráulica
Ambiental de Cantabria
(ES)

Website
Key words
64 |

Partners

https://ihcantabria.com/en/ /
http://ten-shores.ihcantabria.es/
Aquaculture

Aquaculture

Partners

Monitoring and data collection

80. WISECatch: Fish traceability software
Dates of the project

WISE created around 1990 (Ireland)

Description

Software to capture full traceability on every box,
can be linked to scales via IOT, captures weighting
data automatically, removes human error in
recording. Full box in - box out traceability, Full trawler
reconciliation and stock reconciliation reports.
Traceability and reporting under headings date of
landing, port of landing, catch area, freeze date,
vessel GLN, vessel name, fishing gear, Species &
weight. Using SSCC barcodes fully GS1 compliant,
printed on site, scanned to record movement
ensuring traceability.

Atlantic regions involved

Donegal (IE)

Project Partners + Lead
Partner/Service Provider
(if applicable)

Service Provider
WISE-Wexford Information
Systems Engineering Ltd
(IE)
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Partners

Website
https://www.wise.ie/sectors/wise-catch-aquaculture-track-trace-management/

Key words

Aquaculture

Monitoring and data collection
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2. AHFES (A quadruple helix Atlantic Area healthy food ecosystem for
growth of SMEs)

1. ACCESS2SEA (New opportunities for more competitive and sustainable
blue growth in Atlantic Area)
Dates of the
project

Dates of the
project

March 2019-February 2022

Description

Innovation is a critical aspect of regional development and
SMEs’ capacity to compete and grow. The AHFES project
will support SMEs in the healthy food and lifestyle sector, to
improve their overall competitiveness and growth in the value
chain of this sector. It will support a transnational innovation
ecosystem that helps SMEs access knowledge, partners and
markets and align their products and services to consumer
needs and expectations. The proposed ecosystem and
approach will increase cooperation between different actors,
involve and raise awareness of consumers through a series of
events, actions and studies, provide services and trainings to
SMEs and transfer the lessons learned to other organisations
and regions.

March 2018-February 2022

Description

Access2Sea aims to improve the attractiveness of the
Atlantic shore for aquaculture SMEs by enabling new business
opportunities and providing sustainable and easier access
to it. The objective is to enhance the exploitation and
preservation of the Atlantic Area’s natural assets by unlocking
the existing barriers to provide the industry with technical
solutions, enabling onshore production and disseminating
existing and new solutions and providing support to the
aquaculture SMEs to fix them or attract them to the Atlantic
Area.

Atlantic regions
involved

Andalucia (ES), Norte (PT), Brittany (FR), Wales and the Valleys
(UK), Algarve (PT), Border, Midland and Western (IE)

Atlantic regions
involved

Centro (PT), Lisboa (PT), Brittany (FR), Basque Country (ES),
Galicia (ES), Connacht (IE), Northern Ireland and Wales (UK)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Fundación Bahía de
Cádiz para el Desarrollo
Económico (ES)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Asociación Clúster
Alimentario de Galicia
(ES)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€ 909.785,43 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://www.ahfesproject.com/

Partners
Centro Interdisciplinar de
Investigação Marinha e
Ambiental da Universidade do
Porto (PT); Swansea University
(UK); Tecnopole QuimperCornuaille (FR); Universidade
do Algarve (PT); INVESTIR en
Finistère (FR); Fundación Centro
Tecnológico Acuicultura de
Andalucía (ES); Údarás na
Gaeltachta (IE); Innovation &
Management Centre CLG T/A
WestBIC (IE)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.400.329,44 (ERDF budget)

Website

http://access2sea.eu/

Key words

Aquaculture

Businesses/SMEs

Key words

Businesses/SMEs
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b) Projects

Partners
EIT Food CLC South, S.L. (ES);
BIC Innovation (UK); InovClusterAssociação do Cluster
Agroindustrial do Centro (PT);
Instituto Nacional de Saúde
Dr.Ricardo Jorge (PT); National
University of Ireland Galway
(IE); Association du Pole de
Competivite VALORIAL (FR);
Northern Ireland Food & Drink
Association (UK)

Ecosystem services

Technological development and Innovation

Technological development and Innovation

Partner Logos
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4. ALICE (Improving the management of Atlantic landscapes:
accounting for biodiversity and ecosystem services)

Dates of the
project

October 2017-September 2020

Dates of the
project

November 2017-October 2020

Description

ALERTOX-NET aims to facilitate market delivery of safer
seafood products by putting at disposal of affected industries
a new toxicity alert system for prevention strategies/processes
across the value chain. This system consists of cost-effective,
easy-to-understand, detection and alert methods, which will
facilitate adoption by industry. Furthermore, ALERTOX-NET
will recommend a regulatory framework addressed to public
agents regarding emerging toxins, including tetrodotoxins,
palytoxins and cyclic imines, due to their risks.

Description

ALICE project develops a comprehensive package of
new methods, tools and procedures to identify economic
and social barriers to the delivery of benefits from Blue
and Green Infrastructures implementation and to improve
the characterisation of biodiversity and the valuation of
Ecosystem Services across four Atlantic case studies (Portugal,
Spain, France and UK-Ireland).

Atlantic regions
involved

Atlantic regions from France, Ireland (North and South) and
South UK (Waymouth (CEFAS, Galicia (ES), Norte (PT)

Atlantic regions
involved

Cantabria (ES), Brittany (FR), Lisboa (PT), Pays de la Loire (FR)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Universidad de Santiago
de Compostela (USC)–
Facultad de Veterinaria
(ES)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Universidad de Cantabria
(ES)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€ 2.179.626,00 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://www.alertox-net.eu/

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€2.229.925,65 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://project-alice.com/

Key words

Seafood

Biotechnology

Partners
Instituto Tecnológico para el
Control del Medio Marino de
Galicia (ES); Universidade do
Porto–Faculdade de Ciências
(PT); Fundación AZTI (ES);
National University of Ireland
Galway (IE); Institut Français de
Recherche pour l’Exploitation
de la Mer (FR); Laboratorio
CIFGA S.A. (ES); Marine Institute
(IE); Queen’s University Belfast
(UK); Commissariat à l’Energie
Atomique (FR); Centre for
Environment Fisheries and
Aquaculture Science (UK)

Key words

Biodiversity

Partners
Fundación Instituto de Hidráulica
Ambiental de Cantabria (ES);
Universidade de Trás-os-Montes
e Alto Douro (PT); Agri-Food
And Biosciences Institute (UK);
Asoc. BC3 Basque Centre
for Climate Change–Klima
Aldaketa Ikergai (ES); Université
de Bretagne Occidentale (FR);
GISTREE, Sistemas de Informação
Geográfica, Floresta e Ambiente,
Lda (PT); Quercus-Associação
Nacional de Conservação da
Natureza (PT); Université de
Rennes 1 (FR); Centre national
de la recherche Scientifique –
Délégation Bretagne Pays de
la Loire (DR17) (FR); National
University of Ireland (IE)
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3. ALERTOX-NET (Network for introduction of innovative toxicity alert
systems for safer seafood products)

Blue and green infrastructures

Ecosystem services
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6. AQUAGARLIC (An innovative dual action (antimicrobial &
immunomodulator) product for the aquaculture feed additives
market)

Dates of the
project

October 2019-September 2023

Dates of the
project

November 2019-February 2020

Description

The AQUA-COMBINE project aims to demonstrate combined
aquaculture and halophyte farming using the principles of
circular economy, where waste and residues are utilised within the system to create both internal value and new products.
This aquaponics system is very flexible and can be adapted
to a wide variety of locations including rural and remote
areas and outermost regions of the EU.

Description

The EU-funded AQUAGARLIC project produced a feasibility
study for a new product developed by the Spanish company
Domca that is extracted from natural ingredients. This feed
additive product effectively attacks both microbes and
parasites while being environmentally friendly.

Atlantic regions
involved

Andalucia (ES)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
DOMCA SA (ES) - Project
Coordinator

Funding source

H2020-EU.3. / H2020-EU.2.3. / H2020-EU.2.1.

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€50.000 (EU contribution)

Website

https://www.domca.com/

Atlantic regions
involved

Alentejo (PT), Navarra (ES)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Aalborg Universitet (DK) Project Coordinator
https://www.aau.dk/

Funding source

H2020-EU.3.2.4.1.

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€9 789 883,64 (EU contribution)

Website

https://www.aquacombine.eu/

Key words
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Partners
Lulea Tekniska Universitet
(SE); Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz
Universitaet Hannover (DE);
Hochschule BremerhavenUniversity of Applied Sciences
(DE); Université Catholique
De Louvain (BE); Hochschule
Flensburg (DE); Universidade
de Aveiro (PT); CIIMAR-Centro
Interdisciplinar de Investigação
Marinha e Ambiental (PT);
Celabor SCRL (BE); Envirohemp
SL (ES); Riasearch, Unipessoal,
LDA (PT); Alpha Aqua A/S (DK);
Les Douceurs du Marais (FR);
DK Beauty AS (DK); Thise Mejeri
amba (DK); Food-Processing
Initiative E.V (DE); ADRAL-Agencia
de Desenvolvimento Regional do
Alentejo (PT)

Aquaculture

Blue Bioeconomy

Key words

Aquaculture

Partners
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5. AQUACOMBINE (Integrated on-farm Aquaponics systems for coproduction of fish, halophyte vegetables, bioactive compounds, and
bioenergy)

Technological development and Innovation

Circular economy
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8. BLUEHUMAN (Blue biotechnology as a road for innovation on human’s
health aiming smart growth in Atlantic Area)

Dates of the
project

March 2019-August 2021

Dates of the
project

January 2018-June 2021

Description

The AQUOLIVE project is aimed at offering the aquaculture
sector a high-performance feed additive based on our
patented formulation of bioactive phytochemicals obtained
from olive oil production by-products (production method
also patented). This solution will help Fish farmers to increase
their productivity and profitability, while reducing the use of
hazardous antimicrobial chemicals in intensive aquaculture
practices.

Description

Atlantic regions
involved

Andalucia (ES)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
NATAC BIOTECH SL (ES)
- Project Coordinator

Funding source

H2020-EU.3. / H2020-EU.2.3. / H2020-EU.2.1.

BlueHuman project aims to promote the valorisation of marine
resources and fisheries by-products from the Atlantic Area. To
improve the industrial process and to develop certain stages
of high added value products from the biomedicine and
global well-being sectors blue biotechnology will be the tool
used by a partnership made up by companies and research
groups focused on innovation.
Actions to achieve the goal:
-P
 ermanent collaborations will be set between research
centres and companies, in such a way that an industrial
tissue specialised in production and trading of high added
value products becomes consolidated and increased.
-P
 romotion of the use and exploitation of marine biological
recourses from the European Atlantic coast.
-D
 evelopment of a critical mass represented by a significant
but disconnected number of research groups and
companies, establishing synergies and alliances to lead their
capacities towards innovation.

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.744.527,57 (EU contribution)

Atlantic regions
involved

Brittany (FR), Galicia (ES), Wales (UK); Norte (PT)

Website

https://aquolive.com

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Universidade
do Minho
(PT)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.892.901,00 (ERDF budget)

Website

http://bluehuman.cetmar.org/

Key words
Lead partner logo

Aquaculture

Fisheries

Partners

Biotechnology

Blue Bioeconomy

Key words
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7. AQUOLIVE (Improving Aquaculture production with bioactives from
olive oil processing by-products)

Partners
Centro Tecnológico Del Mar – Fundación
Cetmar (ES); nstituto de Investigaciones
Marinas - Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas (ES); Université de Bretagne
Occidentale (FR); SAS YSLAB (FR); Universidade
do Algarve (PT); Universidad de Vigo (ES);
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (IE);
Universidade da Madeira (PT), Jellagen PTY
LTD (UK); SURGACOLL Technologies Limited (IE);
Agrupación Europea de Cooperación Territorial
Galicia Norte de Portugal (ES); Faculdade de
Ciências da Universidade do Porto (PT)

Technological development and Innovation
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10. CEPHSANDCHEFS (Octopus, squid, cuttlefish, sustainable fisheries and
chefs)

Dates of the
project

May 2019-October 2022

Dates of the
project

December 2017-November 2020

Description

CABFishMAN supports stakeholder cooperation within smallscale fisheries (SSF) to address transnational Atlantic Area
challenges that enhance the protection of marine resources
and advance towards an ecosystem-based management
approach of SSF. The preservation of biodiversity will also
be achieved though the quantitative assessment of the
ecosystem services (ES) attached to the SSF habitats and
species, the knowledge on the SSF spatial activity and
associated impacts on the biodiversity and ES.

Description

Cephandchefs project aims to develop new markets
and products based these cephalopods, increasing the
profitability of the value chain, and helping to make
fishermen more competitive in the Atlantic Area, while
assuring sustainable exploitation. The work packages
include market and consumer research (for the entire value
chain), product development, marketing and design of a
sustainability toolkit. Fishermen will be connected to new
markets for cephalopod products, add value to existing
products, and aim for better prices for cephalopods from the
Atlantic Area. Biological and socioeconomic sustainability will
be carefully audited throughout the project.

Atlantic regions
involved

Norte (PT), Galicia (ES), Cantabria (ES), Normandy (FR)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
National University
of Ireland Galway
(IE)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€ 1.936.712,35 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://www.cephsandchefs.com/

Atlantic regions
involved

All Atlantic regions from UK, IR, FR, SP and PT

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Fundación AZTI (ES)

Partners
Bord Iascaigh Mhara–Ireland’s Seafood
Development Agency (IE); Consejería
de Desarrollo Rural y Recursos Naturales
(ES); Instituto Español de Oceanografia
(ES); Instituto Português do Mar e da
Atmosfera (PT); The University Court
of the University of St Andrews (UK);
Institut Français de Recherche pour
l’Exploitation de la Mer (FR); Centro
Tecnológico del Mar (ES); Universidad
de Huelva (ES); Universidad de Oviedo
(ES); Joint Nature Conservation
Committee (UK); Universidade do
Algarve (PT); Centre for Environment,
Fisheries and Aquaculture Science (UK)

Funding source

INTERREG ATLANTIC AREA PROGRAMME 2014-2020

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.861.539,63 (ERDF budget); €2.482.052,84 (total cost)

Website

https://www.cabfishman.net/

Key words
Lead partner logo

Biodiversity

Ecosystem services

Network and Cooperation

Key words
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9. CABFishMAN EAPA_134/2018 (Conserving Atlantic biodiversity by
supporting innovative small-scale fisheries co-management)

Partners
Atlantic Gate Ltd (UK); Universidade
de Aveiro (PT); Instituto Português do
Mar e da Atmosfera (PT); sociação
de Armadores de Pesca da Fuzeta
(PT); Universidade de Santiago de
Compostela (ES); Instituto Español de
Oceanografia (ES); Université de Caen
Normandie (FR); Irish South and West
Fish Producers Organisation CLG (IE);
Galway Mayo Institute of Technology
(IE); Cooperativa de Armadores de
Pesca del Puerto de Vigo S.C.G. (ES);
Marine Stewardship Council (UK)

Network and Cooperation
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Dates of the
project

October 2017-September 2020

Description

The Cockles project will restore production and the services
provided by this emblematic resource, threatened by
disease outbreaks and suboptimal management. Developing
aquaculture, resistant strains and recovering natural stocks,
optimising management and upskilling stakeholders will
aid recovering resources, increasing the understanding of
ecosystem services and boosting coastal economies of
Atlantic Area.

Atlantic regions
involved

Cantabria (ES), Galicia (ES), Nouvelle Aquitaine (FR), Lisboa
(PT), Normandy (FR)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Centro
Tecnológico del
Mar, Fundación
CETMAR (ES)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€ 2.711.683,20 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://cockles-project.eu/

Key words
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Partners
Consellería do Mar, Xunta de Galicia
(ES); Universidade de Santiago
de Compostela (ES); Université de
Bordeaux (FR); University College Cork
(IE); Bangor University (UK); NERC Centre
for Ecology and Hydrology, Bangor (UK);
Groupe d’Etude des Milieux Estuariens
et Littoraux (FR); Instituto Português
do Mar e da Atmosfera, I.P. (PT);
Universidade de Aveiro (PT); Faculdade
de Ciências da Universidade de Lisboa
(PT); Université de Caen Normandie (FR)

Aquaculture

Biodiversity

12. 3DPARE (Artificial reef 3D printing for Atlantic Area)
Dates of the
project

June 2017-October 2021

Description

Artificial reefs (AR) consist of ecological tools to protect or
recover marine habitats. However, AR technology has not
been optimised for the European framework. This common
habitat requires measures to protect or recover natural
resources. The 3DPARE project will develop innovative
artificial reefs for the sustainable management of the marine
ecosystems of the Atlantic Area.

Atlantic regions
involved

Cantabria (ES), Norte (PT), Lisboa (PT), Normandy (FR)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Universidad de
Cantabria (ES)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.479.176,67 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://www.giteco.unican.es/proyectos/3dpare/index.html

Key words

Partners
Universidade do Porto – Faculdade
de Ciências (PT); Instituto Português
do Mar e da Atmosfera, I.P. (PT); Ecole
Supérieure d’Ingénieurs des Travaux
de la Construction de Caen (FR);
Bournemouth University (UK)

Blue and green infrastructures
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11. COCKLES (Cooperation for restoring cockle shellfisheries & its
ecosystem-services in the Atlantic Area)

Biodiversity

Coastal management

Ecosystem services
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13. EBB (European marine biological resource centre biobank)

Dates of the
project

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.499.908,35 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://www.bluebiobank.eu/

Description

October 2017-October 2020

Key words
The EBB project set the basis for the common operation of
the leading marine biobanks in Europe. Tools and common
procedures for the ex-situ maintenance of Marine Biological
Resources were developed, and harmonisation in the
application of procedures to comply with regulations on
access to genetic resources ensured. The EBB facilitated
sustainable access to marine biodiversity, its associated
data, and extractable products for local and international
academia and industry users and incentivise biodiversity
conservation in coastal ecosystems by promoting
compliance with benefit sharing regulations.

Atlantic regions
involved

Galicia (ES), Cantabria (ES), Brittany (FR), Norte (PT), Pais
Vasco (ES), Algarve (PT), Devon (UK), Border, Midland and
Western (IE), South Western Scotland (UK)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Universidade
de Vigo (ES)

Partners
Havforskningsinstituttet (NO); Marine
Biological Association of the United Kingdom
(UK); Ollscoil na hÉireann Gaillimh (IE);
Fórum Oceano–Associação da Economia
do Mar (PT); Pole Mer Bretagne Atlantique
(FR); Asociación Nacional-Centro Técnico
Nacional de Conservación de Productos
de la Pesca (ES); University of Strathclyde Industrial Biotechnology Innovation Center
(UK); Université Pierre et Marie Curie (FR);
Centro Interdisciplinar de Investigação
Marinha e Ambiental (PT); Universidad del
País Vasco/Euskal Herriko Unibertsitatea (ES);
Universidade do Algarve (PT)

Pictures partners
activities

Biodiversity

Biotechnology

Monitoring and data collection
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13. EBB (European marine biological resource centre biobank)

Associated Partners
Ministerio de Agricultura y Pesca,
Alimentación y Medio Ambiente (ES),
Instituto da Conservação da Natureza
e da Biodiversidade (PT), Aqualgae (ES),
National Collection of Industrial and Marine
Bacteria Ltd (UK), Scotish Association for
Marine Sciences (UK), Glycomar Limited (UK),
Glantreo Limited (IE), The Department for
Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (UK)
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Dates of the
project

November 2017-April 2021

Description

The Enhancemicroalgae project contributes to the
competitiveness of microalgae-based industry in the Atlantic
Area through the transfer of technological and economic
expertise to the commercial sector. The consortium offers a
wide range of skills and interests, with strong track records
for science, production and exploitation of microalgae
throughout the Atlantic Area.

Atlantic regions
involved

Galicia (ES), West Wales and The Valleys (UK), Greater
Manchester (UK), Norte (PT), Aquitaine (FR), Southern and
Eastern (IE)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Asociacion
Nacional Centro
Tecnico nacional
de Conservacion
de Productos de la
Pesca (ES)

Partners
Swansea University (UK); University
of Manchester (UK); Faculdade de
Ciencias da Universidade do Porto
(PT); Universidade da Coruña (ES);
UMRi CNRS LIENSs 7266 Université de
La Rochelle, France. (FR); Teagasc
Food Research Centre (IE); Global and
Ecofriendly Natural Extracts, S.L. (ES);
International Iberian Nanotechnology
Laboratory (PT)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€ 1.842.222,32 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://www.enhancemicroalgae.eu/

Key words

Algae

15. EXTRA-SMEs (Improving policies to boost SME competitiveness and
extraversion in EU coastal and rural areas where aquaculture is a
driver of the regional economy)
Dates of the
project

June 2018-May 2023

Description

More than 90% of businesses in EXTRA-SMEs regions are
inland and coastal SMEs operating across and around
the aquaculture value chain, contributing to growth and
creation of jobs. Along the chain, these economic operators
are characterized by systematic weaknesses in reaching
international markets and exporting their products. To this
end, EXTRA-SMEs will support public authorities to join forces
and exchange experiences in
a) administrative simplification,
b) expansion in new markets,
c) innovative value-added product solutions,
d) personnel up skilling, and
e) resolution of stakeholders’ conflicts of interests.

Atlantic regions
involved

Northern and Western Regional Assembly (IE)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Region of
Peloponnese (EL)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG EUROPE

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.452.032,75 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://www.interregeurope.eu/EXTRA-SMEs/

Training and investment

Key words
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Aquaculture
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14. EnHanceMicroAlgae (High added-value industrial opportunities for
microalgae in the Atlantic Area)

Partners
Liguria Region (IT); Northern Chamber of
Commerce in Szczecin (PL); BucharestIlfov Regional Development Agency
(RO); Lapland University of Applied
Sciences (FI); University of Patras (EL);
Western Development Commission (IE);
Liguria Cluster for Marine Technologies
(DLTM) (IT); Public institution National
regions development agency (LT)

Businesses/SMEs

Training and investment
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17. INTEGRATE (Integrate aquaculture: an eco-innovative solution to
foster sustainability in the Atlantic Area)

Dates of the
project

Dates of the
project

June 2017-May 2020

Description

The INTEGRATE project fostered a quintuple helix cooperation
to promote the industrial transition towards Integrated
Multi-Trophic Aquaculture (IMTA), finding sustainable ways
to address an imbalance of resources in the Atlantic Area.
The INTEGRATE project aimed to strengthen transnational
and collaborative networking among research, businessindustry groups and civil society on eco-efficient aquaculture
techniques through a territorially based cooperation
approach.

Atlantic regions
involved

Andalucia (ES), Brittany (FR), Algarve (PT), Norte Region (PT),
West Region (IE), Scotland (UK)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
CTAQUA
Fundación Centro
Tecnológico
Acuicultura de
Andalucía (ES)

Description

January 2019-December 2021

FAN-BEST is aimed at fostering the technology transfer to SMEs
in blue biotechnology and exploitation of marine resources
by creating a network of public and private entities focused
on the fund raising that make possible the start and scale-up
phase. Funds such as venture, business angels, participatory
loan or crowdfunding will be offered by tools and services,
so that the technologies and innovations “made in Atlantic
regions” can reach the market turned into successful business
projects.

Atlantic regions
involved

Galicia (ES), Lisboa (PT), Azores (PT), Nouvelle Aquitaine (FR),
Pays de la Loire (FR), Cornwall (UK), Southern and Eastern (IE)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Universidade
de Santiago de
Compostela (ES)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.945.227,27 (ERDF budget)

Funding source

INTERREG Atlantic Area 2014-2020 Programme (project grant
number EAPA_232/2016)

Website

https://fanbest.eu/

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€2.012.372,06 (total budget) €1.509.279,06 (ERDF contribution)

Website

http://integrate-imta.eu/

Key words

Blue Bioeconomy

Partners
University of Exeter (UK); Greater
Manchester Chamber of Commerce
(UK); Institute of Technology Tralee (IE);
DCU Ryan Academy for Entrepreneurs
(IE); Fundo Regional para a Ciência
e Tecnologia (PT); Vertigo Lab (FR);
Atlanpole (FR); Océano Azul. Inversión y
Emprendimiento S.L (ES); Orange Bird (PT)

Biotechnology

Training and investment
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Network and Cooperation

Key words

Aquaculture

Partners
Irish Seaweed Consultancy (IE); Institut
national supérieur des sciences
agronomiques, agroalimentaires,
horticoles et du paysage (FR); Scottish
Association for Marine Science (UK);
Instituto Portugês do Mar e Atmosfera,
IPMA (PT); National University of Ireland
Galway (IE); ALGAplus Produção e
Comercialização de algas e seus
derivados Lda (PT); Centre d’Etude et
de Valorisation des Algues (FR)

Circular economy
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16. FAN-BEST (Funding Atlantic network for blue economy technology
transfer)

Network and Cooperation
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Dates of the
project

Started in February 2016

Description

This project will investigate the use of sea-based container
culture (SBCC) as a low-carbon method for rearing lobsters,
with no feed costs. Researchers will use containers specifically
designed for lobsters, developed in an early stage project,
to assess performance and develop holistic application of
SBCC systems. Lobster Grower 2 will run a pilot-scale lobster
culture site to gather practical, operational, environmental,
biological, economic and social data that can be used to
develop an aqua-economic model to encourage and inform
future investment.

Atlantic regions
involved

Cornwall (UK)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
The National
Lobster HatcheryNLH (UK)

Funding source

Funding from Innovate UK and the Biotechnology and
Biological Science Research Council, with additional support
from the Worshipful Company of Fishmongers

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

£2,900,000

Website

http://www.lobstergrower.co.uk

Key words

Aquaculture

Partners
- University of Exeter (UK); Westcountry
Mussels of Fowey-WMoF (UK); The
national Lobster Hatchery (UK); Cefas
(UK); Falmouth University (UK)

Monitoring and data collection

Technological development and Innovation

Lead partner logo
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19. KETmaritime (Transfer of Key Enabling Technologies to the maritime
industries)
Dates of the
project

November 2017-February 2020

Description

The KETmaritime project aims to build a cooperative network
and strengthen the KETs transfer of innovation results to
facilitate the emergence of new products, services and
processes across the Atlantic Area. The KETmaritime network
intends to increase knowledge, identify and exchange
good practices and sustainable solutions based on KETs for
the marine economy and resources, in order to improve
the socioeconomic situation through innovation and
transnational cooperation. The use of KETs should lead not
only to a higher competitiveness of the area but to a better
protection, more safety, more lightness, longer endurance,
energy efficient powering, among other improvements.

Atlantic regions
involved

Norte (PT); Galicia (ES); Asturias (ES), Normandy (FR);
Hampshire (UK); Southern and Eastern (IE)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
International
Iberian
Nanotechnology
Laboratory (PT)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€738.692,64 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://ketmaritime.eu/

Key words

Partners
University College Cork, National
University of Ireland, Cork (IE); Marine
South East (UK); Fundación PRODINTEC
(ES); Asociación de Investigación
Metalúrgica del Noroeste (PT); rum
Oceano – Associação da Economia
do Mar (PT); Commissariat à l’Energie
Atomique et aux Energies
Alternatives (FR)
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18. Lobster Grower 2

Technological development and Innovation
Network and Cooperation

Training and investment
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21. PRIMROSE (Predicting risk and impact of harmful events on the
aquaculture sector)

Dates of the
project

Dates of the
project

November 2017-December 2020

Description

The PRIMROSE project aims to strengthen risk management
systems in order to grow, innovate and generate jobs in
the aquaculture sector. This sector relies on sufficient early
warning of harmful events, so that mitigation measures can
be put in place. PRIMROSE both developed a transnational
short to medium term risk forecast and a long-term
assessment of climate impact on harmful algal blooms and
pathogens. The transnational aspects of PRIMROSE was
developed through the implementation of a portal system
using common best practice and methodologies and a joint
front end.

Atlantic regions
involved

Lisboa (PT), Andalucia (ES)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Marine Institute (IE)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€2.047.011,00 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://keep.eu/projects/19376/

Description

The objective of NANOCULTURE is to advance in knowledge,
risk assessment and mitigation of environmental presence
of the most-used engineered nanoparticles (ENPs): titanium
dioxide (TiO2) and silver (Ag) in market products. The
focus of the project are the aquatic ecosystems related to
aquaculture, a sector of high economic relevance in the
Atlantic Area. NANOCULTURE will be carried out primarily
with real samples destined for human consumption. The
selected species, which are common in Atlantic Area
aquaculture industry, are turbot (Psetta maxima), mussels
(Mytilus sp.) and seaweed (Palmaria sp). NANOCULTURE
investigates the effects of ENPs on aquaculture products, their
bioaccumulation and assess its impact in human intake. It will
also develop nanoparticle sensors that will provide real time
on-site monitoring.

Atlantic regions
involved

Galicia (ES), Norte (PT), Southern and Eastern (IE)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
International
Iberian
Nanotechnology
Laboratory (PT)

Partners
Clúster de Acuicultura de Galicia
(ES); Universidad de Vigo (ES); Centro
Interdisciplinar De Investigação Marinha E
Ambiental (Pt); Universidad De Santiago
De Compostela (Es); Indigo Rock Marine
Research Station (IE)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€1.102.530,66 (ERDF budget)

Website

http://nanoculture.ciimar.up.pt/

Key words
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May 2019-November 2022

Aquaculture

Biodiversity

Key words

Algae

Aquaculture

Partners
Scottish Association for Marine
Science (UK); Seafood Shetland (UK);
Institut Français de Recherche pour
l’Exploitation de la Mer (FR); Plymouth
Marine Laboratory (UK); Instituto
Español de Oceanografia (ES); Instituto
Superior Técnico / Universidade de
Lisboa (PT); Agencia de Gestión
Agraria y Pesquera de Andalucía (ES);
Fundación AZTI–AZTI Fundazioa (ES);
Indigo Rock Marine Research (IE)
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20. NANOCULTURE (Risk assessment and mitigation of the presence of
engineered Nanomaterials in Atlantic aquaculture)

Coastal management

Fisheries
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23. SEATRACES (Smart traceability and labelling toolbox for a sustainable
seafood production)

Dates of the
project

April 2019-November 2022

Dates of the
project

January 2018-December 2021

Description

SEAFOOD-AGE tackles a common challenge in the Atlantic
Area: an ageing population. Older adults often suffer from
illness or disability with the subsequent socioeconomic
implications. Healthy ageing requires a healthy diet, and
seafood products provide essential nutrients not always
accessible to older adults. SEAFOOD-AGE will exploit the
maritime dimension of the Atlantic Area regions and will
adopt circular economy concepts to generate ready-to-eat
seafood for healthy ageing, produce novel eco-packaging
and develop a smart label for better quality, safety and
minimum food waste.

Description

The general objective of SEA-TRACES is to demonstrate to
stakeholders and consumers that labelling and traceability
are essential to protect and valorise Atlantic Area’s fisheries
and aquaculture. SEA-TRACES will demonstrate, through case
studies in different regions, how innovative implementation
of traceability and labelling instruments will facilitate and
increase the marketing and revenues, thus acting as a driving
force to inspire other companies to adopt similar strategies.

Atlantic regions
involved

Galicia (ES), País Vasco (ES), Lisboa (PT), Bretagne (FR)
Others: Manchester (UK), Liverpool (UK), Kiel (DE), Aberdeen
(UK), London (UK), Cork (IE), Dublin (IE), Geel (BE), Marseille
(FR)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Agencia
Estatal Consejo
Superior de
Investigaciones
Científicas (ES)

Atlantic regions
involved

Galicia (ES), Brittany (FR), Lisboa (PT)

Project Partners
+ Lead Partner/
Service Provider
(if applicable)

Lead Partner
Agencia Estatal
Consejo Superior
de Investigaciones
Científicas (ES)

Partners
Technopole Quimper-Cornouaille (FR),
RELENTO S.L. (ES), Organización de
Productores de Pesca Fresca del Puerto y
Ría de Marín (ES), University College Cork,
National University Of Ireland, Cork (IE),
Inxenia Desarrollos Tecnológicos, S.L. (ES),
Oulun Ammattikorkeakoulu Oy (FI), Abyss
Ingredients (FR), Centro Tecnológico del
Mar-fundación CETMAR (ES), Skipping
Rocks Lab (UK), Indigo Rock Marine
Research Station (IE), Lancaster University
(UK), Instituto Português do Mar e da
Atmosfera (PT)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€2.194.640,95 (ERDF budget)

Website

http://seafoodage.eu/

Key words

Circular economy

Seafood

Associated partners:
Xunta de Galicia (ES), Marine Stewardship
Council (UK), Ministerio de Agricultura,
Pesca y Alimentación (ES), Department
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs
(UK), Sea-Fisheries Protection Authority (IE),
Ministerio de Sanidad, Consumo y Bienestar
Social (ES)

Funding source

2014 - 2020 INTERREG VB Atlantic Area

Budget allocated
(if applicable)

€2.645.181,33 (ERDF budget)

Website

https://www.atlanticarea.eu/project/54

Key words
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Partners
Indigo Rock Marine Research Station (IE),
The University of Salford (UK), Max RubnerInstitut (DE), Muséum National D’ Histoire
Naturelle (FR), Instituto Português do Mar e
da Atmosfera, IPMA. (PT), Fundación AZTI–
AZTI Fundazioa (ES), Consello Regulador
do Mexillón de Galicia (ES), Exporsado,
Comércio e indústria de productos do mar
(PT), University of Aberdeen (UK), Liverpool
John Moores University (UK)
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22. SEAFOOD-AGE (Smart and eco-innovative seafood processes and
products for healthy ageing)

Aquaculture

Fisheries

Seafood
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Regional Innovation Smart Specialisation Strategies (RIS3) were introduced in 2014
as a pre-condition for ERDF investments in research and innovation in the reformed
Cohesion Policy of the European Commission.
Smart Specialisation Strategies are a tool to support a place-based approach to
regional investments in research and innovation. They identify regional strengths
and sectors with a competitive potential to redirect research and innovation
investment. Given the bottom-up approach of RIS3s, they implicitly support the
creation of partnerships and the exchange of best practice among different
territorial actors, such as local authorities, academia, business, and civil society for
the development of a long-term shared vision for regional innovation.
The seafood sector features prominently in the Smart Specialisation Strategies of
Atlantic Regions and in all of the Strategies of the regional partners in the SAFER
project. The analysis of the RIS3s of Atlantic Regions showed that:

17

regions selected
an agrifood related
priority

15

regions included
fisheries and/or
aquaculture in their
strategy

9

regions specifically
mentioned
seafood in their
strategy

Within the food sector, aquaculture is also considered in most of the RIS3s of
Atlantic regions as an emerging sector with a high potential for sustainable regional
development. Regions commit to invest in this sector to improve production methods,
create new innovative production and control systems, reduce its environmental
impact by reusing by-products and waste in a circular economy approach, and
preserve marine ecosystems.
Nine regions specifically aim at producing added-value seafood products to
meet a growing global demand and foster the blue growth of their territories.
From the analysis of those regions’ strategies, it emerges that in order to improve
the performance of the seafood sector and align it with national and European
objectives of sustainable growth, it is necessary to: improve environmentally
sustainable fishing and aquaculture production methods; increase the value chain
efficiency; improve the quality of marine science related to water quality and wild
fish stocks; support SMEs that face difficulties in adapting to market changes; foster
scientific knowledge and its absorption linked to biotechnologies, information and
communication technology (ICT) and other Key Enabling Technologies (KETs).
SAFER’s partner regions are among the nine regions that specifically mention
seafood in their Strategies7. Seafood represents an important focus in their vision
for the development of food and blue growth priorities. Despite the differences in
the level of development of the seafood sector in the various regional economies,
all regions share the view that the sector has economic, social, and environmental
potential for regional growth given the increasing global demand for seafood
products and high-quality healthy food. It also represents a great opportunity
in terms of sustainability, which is a common goal of Atlantic regions in line with
European policies and objectives.
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Regional Smart Specialisations: an ocean of potentialities
for research & innovation in the seafood sector

Thanks to the experience acquired through the implementation of the pilot actions
and the exchange of innovation best practice made possible by the online platform,
SAFER has been able to provide an empirical model for supporting the growth of
this sector, which is important for Atlantic regional economies. SAFER can serve as
a model for the implementation of RIS3s in Atlantic regions and how they could
interact, for the 2021-2027 period.

The food sector is prioritised in the RIS3s of Atlantic regions, focusing on two
complementary aspects: food production and processing, and food safety and
security. In both cases, the introduction of technology and innovation is seen as
the key means of reaching the targeted objectives for the food sector. On the one
hand, the RIS3s aim at improving production systems in terms of costs, logistics, and
stock management to compete at the national and international level, and on the
other hand they focus on the creation of high value-added products to respond to
an increasing demand for healthy and high-quality food.
7 Ibid6
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Seafood is a strategic blue economy sector for Atlantic regions and plays a vital role
in the present context of increasing food demand and need for sustainable and
resilient food systems. However, the sector must face several challenges to compete
at the global scale while at the same time protecting the marine environment and
avoiding additional pressures on already fragile ecosystems.
Hence, innovation is key to modernise this traditional sector and improve its
sustainability, competitivity and resilience. The SAFER project, answering to these
challenges and using the resources shared by a transnational network of different
stakeholders, unlocked the innovative potential of the sector in Atlantic regions
by testing and implementing living lab pilots which successfully helped mature
established businesses to adopt technology and increase, in this way, final product
quality, ensuring product traceability and reducing industrial costs.
The COVID-19 crisis, which has had negative impacts on the fisheries and aquaculture
sectors caused for instance by the cessation of tourism activities and the closure
of restaurants and fishing ports, demonstrated even more the need for innovative
solutions and an improvement of the sectors’ value chains.
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Conclusion

In order to support the Atlantic regions’ seafood sector in response to the COVID-19
crisis and foster the regional dynamism existing in the Atlantic area, the Atlantic
Arc Commission (AAC) of the Conference of Peripheral Maritime Regions (CPMR),
SAFER’s project partner leading the capitalisation activities, elaborated a series of
political recommendations8, approved during the General Assembly of the AAC in
June 2020, which were addressed to the EU institutions.
The political recommendations call for an increased support from the European
Institutions, to guarantee the recovery of the seafood sector from the COVID crisis
and the impact of Brexit, as well as to foster its sustainable development. The paper
also highlights the importance of transnational cooperation on innovation which
contributes to the resilience of the Atlantic sectors, and notably the seafood sector
as far as the SAFER project is concerned.
The SAFER project, by increasing the innovation performance and the technological
uptake of traditional seafood businesses and by creating a network of transnational
stakeholders implementing innovative services, comes at a crucial moment and
paves the way for the sustainable transition of the Atlantic seafood sector.

8 https://cpmr-atlantic.org/download/recommandations-on-the-safer-project/
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ERNACT Network
Lead Partner
Donegal, Ireland

CPMR/CRPM

In charge of the capitalization
Brittany, France

Pôle Mer Bretagne Atlantique
In charge of the regional node
in Brittany
Brittany, France

For more information, please contact:

Gobierno de Cantabria
In charge of
the regional node
in Cantabria
Cantabria, Spain

Derry City & Strabane
District Council

In charge of the regional node
in Derry
Derry & Strabane, United Kingdom

LYIT

In charge of research capacity,
technical support, production
of technical papers
Donegal, Ireland

Elise Wattrelot, Executive Secretary of CPMR Atlantic Arc Commission
Rond-point Schuman, 14, 1040 Bruxelles (Belgium)
+ 32 (0)2 431 09 95 | elise.wattrelot@crpm.org
https://cpmr-atlantic.org/

Jose Manuel San Emeterio, Programme Manager
ERNACT EEIG, Unit 271, CoLab, LYIT Campus
Letterkenny, Co. Donegal (Ireland)
+353 (0)74 916 8212 | info@saferatlantic.eu
www.saferatlantic.eu
Údarás na
Gaeltachta

In charge of the regional
node in Donegal
Donegal, Ireland

Bord Iascaigh Mhara

In charge of support to Údarás
na Gaeltachta to mainstream
pilot solutions developed
Donegal, Ireland

Forum Oceano
In charge of the
regional node
in Norte Region
Norte, Portugal

Follow us on social media: @SAFERatlantic
https://www.facebook.com/SAFERatlantic/
https://twitter.com/saferatlantic
https://bit.ly/3qSqhAA

Foodintech Lda

In charge of the coordination
of the pilots
Norte, Portugal
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Government of Newfoundland
and Labrador

In charge of connecting
Atlantic Canada blue economy clusters
to those on the European Atlantic coast
Newfoundland & Labrador, Canada
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Project partners

This project is co-financed by the INTERREG Atlantic Area Programme 2014-2020.

